“Toggenburgs have always been my ideal breed for their poised personalities and overall good nature that makes them easy to handle, milk and love on.”

Timmery Foster, Prairie Dust Farm

“Day in and day out Toggenburgs put milk in the pail - this is a breed with work ethic! Inquisitive, active, and medium-sized they check all the boxes.”

- LaDonna Foley, Foley Farms

Why own Toggenburgs?

“The thing I love most about my Togs is even the biggest, bossy brat in the pen can be shown by a young lady. They just know that its a little person”

- Nicole McChesney, JNL Acres

“I love Toggs.
Saanens? Merely albino Toggs.
Alpines? Neurotic Toggs.
Sables? Saanens trying a little too hard to be Toggs.
All goats want to be Toggs. Not all are successful”

-Nick Schmitt, Deep Schmitt Dairy Goats